Brick Slips and Masonry Cutting
Whether it is bespoke hand cutting or
Europe’s most advanced auto-slip cutting

Brick Slips and Masonry Cutting

machines we can manufacture virtually any
masonry slip requirements. Our ability to select
the most appropriate fabrication method
for your project means that we meet high
tolerances, any volume requirements and tight
deadlines in the most cost effective way.
As the UK’s largest manufacturer of slip
products, Ibstock-Kevington will be able
to meet virtually any requirement.

Advanced auto-slip cutting machines

Manufactured Slips
A range of purpose made slips are available in
popular brick colours and textures. The face
size is 215mm x 65mm and is 22mm thick.

Ravenhead Red Smooth 3501

Hearted Red Rustic 3516

Manufactured slips offer excellent value
and availability.

Bracken Brown Rustic 3505

Oldcott Rustic 3532

Roughdales Red Multi Rustic 3579

Trafford Multi Rustic 3576

Ravenhead Red Rustic 3502

Calderstone Gold 3597

Cut Slips

Casting Slips

Most bricks from the Ibstock range can
be cut into slips. The recommended
thickness will vary according to brick
type and the needs of the project.
In addition to the standard brick
format, Fireborn, Linear and Elementix
Rainscreen are also available.

Slips for precast concrete generally require a
‘keyed back’ to ensure the slips are embedded
into the base mix prior to setting.

Cut slips due to their flat backs and
dimensional accuracy are ideal for
adhesive bonding.

We manufacture extruded and stock bricks as
well as the large format Fireborn units with
specially designed keyways suitable for casting

Masonry Cutting Service, Coursing Bricks and Gable Cuts
We can call upon a wide range of specialist cutting equipment at our factories across the country.
This means that we can precisely cut all types of masonry and stone quickly and cost effectively and therefore removing the necessity
for on-site cutting with the associated health and safety and quality implications. This is ideal for making coursing bricks and blocks
and for gable pitches.
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BrickTile

BrickTile
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These are purpose made tiles
to give a quick and professional
solution for fireplaces, walls in
kitchens, bathrooms, porches,
conservatories or anywhere you
want a feature wall. Whether
indoor or outdoor, use your
imagination to create finishes
that suit your home.
The range also includes half and corner
tiles for a perfect finish.
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• EASY INSTALLATION
• QUALITY FINISH

Ivanhoe Rural Blend
BrickTile
215mm x 65mm x 18mm
30 per box (60 per m² / 50 per yard²)
BrickTile Corner
215mm x 65mm x 18mm (long face)
102mm x 65mm x 18mm (short face)
10 per box
Half BrickTile
102mm x 65mm x 18mm
60 per box (120 per m² / 100 per yard²)

Bradgate Red

Ivanhoe Burnt Red

• Fix internally with heavy duty tile adhesive
• Quick and effective solution
• Made from the finest quality kiln fired bricks
• Simple to cut and easy to fix
• Minimum wall preparation

sizes may vary due to the manufacturing process

THE PERFECT FINISH
Once the individual
BrickTiles are fixed in place,
they can be pointed in
the traditional way for an
authentic finish.
Ivanhoe Cream

